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Report 1.20

Analysis between periods 26 April to 26 May (1 month)
The period of measurement for this report is for 1 month, between Apr. 26 – May 26.
Bounce Rate
The bounce rate signifies the ‘interest’ level of users on the site. For example if a user comes to the site
through one page and leaves via the same page, the bounce rate for this user is 100%. For a collection of
users the average bounce rate can be determined. So a bounce rate of 50% means that approximately
50% of your users leave from the same page whereas others click through to an intermediate page on
your site. Table. 1 shows an average bounce rate of 34% for the Website. A figure of 30% thereabouts is
considered very good. High figures generally indicate less relevant traffic which means users have hit on
your site through accident or through irrelevant keywords.

Table 1. Bounce rate against time for the home page

Bounce rate can also be determined for each page on the site. However, it’s not clear whether these
pages entailed a visit from a previous page on the site, in which case it should not be construed as a user
coming straight to this page and leaving via this page. However, the figures are still representative of the
interest level on this page. Table 2. shows the bounce rate of specific pages on the site and we can
clearly see trends in the most appealing and least pages. We can see that the private lake vacations page
is the least popular whereas pages like lakes, home page and even about us page are popular.

Table 2. Bounce rate against time for individual pages

Top landing pages and their corresponding bounce rate is shown in Table 3. This shows that the
bearhunts.html page is showing a poor bounce rate. We could correlate this back to potential organic
search referrals or AdWords campaigns. Data like this suggests that we may potentially drive traffic to
specific pages through various methods such as organic SEO optimization, AdWords etc. but the page
reflects a poor rate of conversion. However, to accurately assess this data, we must breakdown the
traffic source segments for that page.
Table 4. shows for the specific page of bearhunts.html, the biggest source of traffic emanates from
Google. However, I was not able to establish what proportion of this traffic comes from AdWords and
from natural organic search results. It’s possible to work backwards and analyze the AdWords campaign
to determine this.
Table 5 shows the keywords which results in the landing of the bearhunts.html page from Google. We
can see that the most popular keyword is ‘bear hunting’. One can speculate that the ‘users’ who land on

Table 3. Bounce rates of top landing pages

this page through this keyword is more interested in the subject of ‘bear hunting’ rather than their
interest in engaging in the sport. The process demonstrates how we can or should tailor our marketing
campaigns to meet our desired objectives.

Table 4. Source of traffic for the bearhunts.html page.

Table 5. Source of keywords for the bearhunts.html page.

Analytics ‐ Site Overlay
Another very important tool provided by Google Analytics which I was unable to extract is the tool ‘Site
Overlay’. This shows a map of the home page and overlays figures in percentages on specific links on the
web page. The figures are representative of the areas that are most and least accessed by the user when
they open up the landing page, in this case the home page. I have submitted a support request to
Google to help with this issue.
Analytics – Goals
This is a relatively important area in working out ROI. For example when a user submits an enquiry
through a form placed on the site, we can track the user’s activity through the site by defining a goal.
This kind of goal definition would be important for say if you had several services and products that
interested users which were followed by a form request. This would be exceptionally useful in the case
of someone say booking a vacation through an online booking system.

Awstats
The Awstats (Webalyzer) are log data extracted directly from the logs collected by the web server of the
site. What happens is that each website hosted in any server are managed by a ‘Web Server’ in the case
of Windows Server this is called IIS and for Linux Server this is called “Apache’. Kabeelo is hosted on a
Linux server and Apache logs all requests made by users to the depository of web pages residing in the
server. There are various tools that take the raw log data which Apache produces and presents useful
data to administrators of the site. Table 6. shows typical results for the month of May for the Website.

Table 6. Webalyzer data extracted for the month of May

Although no new significant data is presented over the Google analytics data, it can be sometimes useful
to examine this data and make a cross‐comparison.
Table 7. shows the statistics of month of May for page visits, hits and the corresponding bandwidth in
terms of file size.

Table 7. Webalyzer data extracted for the month of May

Summary

Analysis of the traffic to the Website using Google Analytics has revealed interesting information that
can be used towards optimizing your marketing efforts and hence increasing ROI (return on investment).
Analyzing the source traffic showed an obscure website http://nwontdestinations.net/ which was
sending a good bulk of traffic. What makes this site even more interesting is that it’s tailored to users
who are looking for vacations. I would recommend further investigation into this site with the aim of
enhancing your company’s presence on the site to refer highly targeted users that will translate into the
more effective acquisition and retention of customers.
Further analysis of the data also pointed to some issues on the analytics data as pointed out previously.
There was some discrepancy in the AdWords clickthroughs as compared to the Analytics measurement
of referral clicks of the ‘CPC’ campaigns. If you refer to the Table 1. of Report 1.10, we can measure a
CPC of 58 clicks but the AdWords clickthroughs show a figure of 181 for that same period. I have
attributed this to the lack of measurement data of the fishing.html page by Google analytics. Further
investigation showed that Google analytics code was present in the fishing.html page but when
comparing the code with the bearhunts.html page there was some difference in the layout although the
actual code were the same in both pages. It sometimes happens that a very slight change in code layout
i.e. spacing or line breaks impacts how the server reads the code. I have reverted the code to the
working bearhunts.html page and will monitor the activity of this page. It’s important to note that a big
bulk of our data shows the absence of the fishing.html statistic and our Google analytics data will be
skewed. However, keeping this in mind and using the Awstats data we can make an allowance for this.
Accurate analysis of the Website will resume from this specific point in time, but to ensure that we do
not encounter further issues like this, we recommend constructing a script logger for the site which we
just completed for one of our other site.
Further ongoing work on the SEO analysis is recommended so as to extract more data which would be
beneficial to the ad words campaigns as well as the traffic referred to from organic search listings. In any
case, we also recommend that someone from your firm acquire a basic understanding of interpreting
the analytics data so that intermediary communications [and its concomitant risks or mistakes] can be
eliminated in future site management.

